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ABSTRACT
An untapped resource of metadata functionality exists within the grasp of the SAS programmer. At first glance
this rich mine of information is hidden from view, however metadata functions can extract this valuable
information for a variety of different uses. All of which is available within the framework of the humble SAS data
step.
Information extracted can vary from creating customised autoexec files based on a metadata group to the
development of customised Enterprise Guide plug-ins that send automatic emails to groups defined in metadata.
The metadata can even be queried to perform authentication and authorisation.
The paper will explain how to use the metadata functions available in the data step environment and highlight
different uses of the information that can be extracted. It will also describe the basics of writing metadata queries
via the Metadata Utility within the SAS Management Console.
This paper is for SAS programmers who wish to learn how the information is stored in the metadata server and
how can this be extracted.

INTRODUCTION
The metadata server is a centralised storage centre for the SAS®9 world. Predominately, SAS administrators
and developers enter information into the metadata server by registering tables, users and more, but they don’t
get anything back in return. This paper will show how the metadata server interaction can be a two way process.
The information that has been stored in metadata repositories can also be queried and retrieved when needed.
Some of the basic methods for achieving this include:
•
SAS Management Console Metadata Utility. This is an extremely useful facility to browse and control
the structure of the metadata stored in the repositories.
•
XML queries. Using the native language to communicate with the metadata server. XML is not intuitive
in its construction but it is a very powerful tool.
•
Data step functions. Allowing SAS programmers to exploit the data step environment to interact with the
metadata server. This is the environment where most traditional SAS programmers will feel more
comfortable.
The approach considered in this paper combines the use of the Metadata Utility and the data step functions to
retrieve metadata. It will illustrate how to obtain the email addresses of a group of users and how to control the
application server autoexec file based on the user launching the SAS session. The latter can be extremely useful
when there are different user groups that need to automatically assign formats catalogs based on different
departments.

METADATA STRUCTURE
Before a query can successfully be created, it is necessary to understand the basics of how the information is
structured and stored in the metadata repositories.
All metadata is stored in a centralised repository that can be accessed by client applications using the SAS
Open Metadata Interface. In terms of defining metadata structure, two metadata models (called Namespaces)
can be used, REPOS and SAS. The SAS namespace is the most commonly used as it contains SAS application
elements. The REPOS namespace relates to metadata specific to repositories structures.
Metadata objects will be added and stored using one of the available Namespaces. Each metadata object also
has a set of properties (or attributes) and associations that can be accessed. A property describes a metadata
object stored in the repository. For example, if the object is a library, properties include the name and
description.
An association is the relation of that metadata object with other objects present in the repository. In the example
of a library, an association can be the tables registered within the library.
One of the first valuable examples that can be created is one that obtains a list of all the types of objects that
exist within a model. This gives us an idea of the different categories that are used to store information into the
metadata server.
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From a DMS session, a set of connection parameters must be provided to determine which metadata server and
repository needs to be accessed. These can be set up using an OPTIONS statement.

options metaserver='localhost'
metaport=8561
metauser='elena.muriel'
metapass='{sas001}c2FzYWRt'
metaprotocol=bridge
metarepository='Foundation';
The first metadata function to cover is METADATA_GETNTYP, which returns an object type from the server and
stores the result under the Type variable. The following example illustrates how to read all possible object types:

The extensive list obtained is included below.

The starting point of any query is to know what information is required and under which metadata object type this
is stored. This includes secure information that can only be accessed by users with appropriate credentials. For
example, requests for user login details (stored under the Login type) can only be accessed by an unrestricted
user or the user owning those login properties.

MAKING YOUR WAY AROUND METADATA
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In most occasions, the challenge is to
know where specific information has
been stored in the metadata model. A
good method of exploring the existing
metadata is using the Metadata Utility
tool found within SAS Management
Console.
Basic questions such as how many
libraries have been defined can easily
be answered by the metadata server
with this simple tool. Just add the
Namespace to be used and the type of
object to query for a given repository.
Executing the query will return those
results on screen.
More information on a specific object
(such as properties or associations) is
available through the “Get Metadata”
tab.

A formatted version of the Output XML panel is included below. Information included under the SASLibraries tag
refers to library properties. Associations for the specific library are listed in separate tags, like AccessControls
and Tables.
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More information on how to use the Metadata Utility tool and the meaning of selected Flags can be found in
Metadata for SAS®9 Programmers [Ref 1].
Properties and associations are easy to read from the Metadata Utility Output XML, but the next section will
illustrate how this information can be captured programmatically using data step functions within a normal DMS
session.

METADATA DATA STEP FUNCTIONS
Once the metadata information has been located using the Metadata Utility tool, the generated query in
Management Console needs to be translated into the DMS environment. The data step environment contains a
set of specific functions to query the metadata server. Some of the most useful ones are included below, but for
a full list refer to the SAS documentation available.
Here are the most useful functions that can be found when querying the metadata server:
Function Syntax

Description

METADATA_RESOLVE(uri, type, id)

Resolves a metadata URI into a specific object type

METADATA_GETATTR(uri, attr, value)

Returns the named attribute for the object specified by the
URI

METADATA_GETNASL(uri, n, asn)

Returns the nth named association for the object URI

METADATA_GETNASN(uri, asn, n, nuri)

Returns the nth associated object of the association
specified

METADATA_GETNATR(uri, n, attr, value)

Returns the nth attribute on the object specified by the URI

METADATA_GETNOBJ(uri, n, nuri)

Returns the nth object matching the specified URI

METADATA_GETNPRP(uri, n, prop, value)

Returns the nth property on the object specified by the input
URI

METADATA_GETNTYP(n, type)

Returns the nth object type on the server

METADATA_GETPROP(uri, prop, value)

Returns the named property for the object specified by the
input URI

The URI or Universal Resource Identifier is the unique object number assigned to each metadata object.
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In order to illustrate how these functions work an example has been prepared using the Metadata Utility tool.
Accessing the Person object type for a user defined metadata, the following properties and associations are
currently defined in the repository:

Notice the EmailAddresses and IdentityGroup associations, which give access to the personal email addresses
and the metadata groups assigned to that user.
<EmailAddresses>
<Email Id="A5VKSYPE.BQ000001" Name="Work" Address="elena.muriel@amadeus.co.uk"
mailType="Work" MetadataCreated="22Aug2008:16:02:24"
MetadataUpdated="05Dec2008:12:19:40"/>
</EmailAddresses>
The information obtained above can also be accessed by using different metadata data step functions.
a) Reading the description (Desc) property from an object. This can also be used to retrieve any other
information stored under the Person tag

Metadata Function

Result

data _null_;
length perDesc $256;
rc=METADATA_GETATTR("omsobj:Person?@Name='Elena Muriel'",
'Desc',perDesc);
put perDesc=;
run;

perDesc=Elena Muriels user account

b) Finding metadata objects under an association related to the Person type. Once an ID is obtained,
information such as email addresses can also be read

Metadata Function

Result

data _null_;
length nuri $256;
rc=METADATA_GETNASN("omsobj:Person?@Name='Elena Muriel'",
'EmailAddresses',1,nuri);
put nuri=;

nuri=OMSOBJ:Email\A5VKSYPE.BQ000001

run;
c) Obtaining the ID for a given metadata object

Metadata Function

Result

data _null_;
length nobjuri $256;
rc=METADATA_GETNOBJ("omsobj:Person?@Name='Elena Muriel'",
1,nobjuri);
put nobjuri=;
run;

nobjuri=OMSOBJ:Person\A5VKSYPE.AR0000RT
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d) Obtaining a list of all the possible properties for the given Person object and values stored

Metadata Function

Result
attr

data _null_;
length attr metanvalue $256;
i=0;
do until(rc<0);
i+1;
rc=METADATA_GETNATR(“omsobj:Person?@Name=’Elena Muriel’”,
I,attr,metanvalue);
if rc>0 then put attr= metanvalue=;
end;
run;

metanvalue

Title
Name

Elena Muriel

MetadataUpdated

18Sep2008:10:14:45

MetadataCreated

25Jul2008:10:59:18

LockedBy
Desc

Elena Muriels user
account

ChangeState
Id

A5VKSYPE.AR0000RT

e) Obtaining a list of all the possible associations that the Person object can have.

Metadata Function

Result

data _null_;
length metaasn $256;
i=0;
do until(rc<0);
i+1;
rc=METADATA_GETNASL("omsobj:Person?@Name='Elena Muriel'",
i,metaasn);
if rc >0 then put metaasn=;
end;
run;

Metaasn
AccessControlEntries
AccessControls
Changes
Documents
EmailAddresses
Extensions
ExternalIdentities
Groups
IdentityChanges
IdentityGroups
Implementors
Keywords
LocalizedAttributes
Locations
Logins
Notes
PhoneNumbers
PrimaryPropertyGroup
Properties
PropertySets
Responsibilities
ResponsibleParties
SourceTransformations
SpecSourceTransformations
SpecTargetTransformations
SubscriberIdentities
TargetTransformations
Timestamps
Trees
UsedByPrototypes
UsingPrototype
Variables
Properties

Once it is understood how to retrieve this basic information, let’s have a look at some utility programs.
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OBTAINING EMAIL ADDRESSES
A very useful query is to notify the SAS Administrators when there are any errors or problems with the system. A
metadata query can be created to dynamically obtain the email addresses of those users which are included in
the SAS Administrator metadata group. This way if new administrators are added or removed the notification
email programs does not need to be updated.
In order to retrieve email addresses these must have been previously specified in Management Console using
the User Manager plug in.

The following program creates a data set containing all the email addresses of the users contained in the
Admins metadata user group. This is achievable by using a combination of the METADATA_GETNASN and
METADATA_ATTR functions.
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1
2

3
4

The first part of the program obtains identifiers for each person included on the Admins metadata group, whilst
the second part retrieves the email addresses.
1

Queries the given group for all the users that are included. The result is the URI for the persons
included on the Admin group, which is obtained by querying the IdentityGroup object type and
accessing the MemberIdentities association.
OMSOBJ:Person\A5VKSYPE.AR0000RT

2

Obtains the identifier part for the given URI.
A5VKSYPE.AR0000RT

3

Using the Person property for the given ID, the program can access the first EmailAddress association
OMSOBJ:Email\A5VKSYPE.BQ000001

If multiple email addresses have been specified in metadata then a decision needs to be made on
which one to keep
4

Reads the email address property for the given address identifier.
elena.muriel@amadeus.co.uk

The following shows the equivalent results obtained from the Metadata Utility tool when querying the
IdentityGroup object type for the Admins group.
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And the Person object type to obtain the email address

VERIFYING GROUP MEMBERSHIP
The second utility program included shows how to use metadata functions to automatically assign autoexec files
when users from different departments start SAS sessions. This is extremely useful when using Enterprise
Guide in an environment where each department needs to access different formats catalogs. It can also be used
to perform specific departmental processing when using the same logical workspace server.
Next example checks if the current user belongs to Dept B defined in metadata.

1
2
3
4
5

1
2

9

The Login object type is used to obtain the URI of the person launching the session
From the URI the metadata login name is obtained
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3

The login credentials stored have the format of
<Login Id="A5VKSYPE.AS0000RT" Name="Login.Elena Muriel.92"/>
Thereafter the SCAN function has been used to retrieve the person user name, which is then used by
the second data step.

4

Build the query search by concatenating two search criteria. This allows navigation through the
IdentityGroup and MemberIdentities associations.

5

The METADATA_RESOLVE function is used to check if a person with those properties is listed under
the Dept B metadata group. If the function is successful, the return code RC will be set to 1 and the
person belongs to the group.

Below are the returns of the query using the Metadata Utility when displaying the associations and properties of
the Dept B metadata group.

This program can easily be converted into a macro that gets executed by the generic Appserver_autoexec.sas
program. Once identified the group a user belongs to, %INCLUDE statements can be used to add any
department custom specific code.

CONCLUSION
Although initially it can be a little daunting, the use of metadata data step functions allows developers to take the
driving seat when interacting with the metadata server. The use of these functions gives greater flexibility when it
comes to interacting and understanding the information stored in repositories.
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